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Zines? In My Library?

This year the Library launched a circulating collection of zines, the seeds of which were donated to the
Library through the generosity of Boxcar Books. This collection continues to grow through purchases
and donations and is now comprised of almost 400 titles.
A zine (/zi?n/ ZEEN; short for magazine or fanzine) is a small-circulation, self-published work of
original or appropriated texts and images that often give voice to small, local, underrepresented, or
marginalized communities. Zines are created and reproduced on a small scale, including everything from
comics and DIY self-help guides to personal stories, nonfiction, and more.
Zines house a long history, from their origins
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culture, through the punk culture of the 70s
and a resurgence in the 90s under riot grrrl, to today, where there are more voices and more ideas
published than ever before. Read more
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Cocoanuts and the Marx Brothers

view in catalog
Cocoanuts was the first feature film starring the four Marx Brothers: Groucho, Chico, Harpo and Zeppo.
It may also have the distinction of being the first true movie musical, that is, a movie where the musical
numbers were meant to be part of the story telling process rather than a performance for audience within
the movie. It wasn?t that the studio didn?t plan to have a band playing with the musical scenes. A
?band? was hired for the first day of shooting. Apparently they were to follow the actors around ready to
play whenever someone was tempted to burst into song, but the director soon realized there was no
reason to have them around and that they would distract from the plot of the movie; something that the
Marx Brothers were already managing to do pretty well on their own. Read more
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